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Exclusion statistics for fractional quantum Hall states on a sphere
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~Received 12 November 1996!

We discuss exclusion statistics parameters for quasiholes and quasielectrons excited above the fractional
quantum Hall states nearn5p/(2np11). We derive the diagonal statistics parameters from the~‘‘un-
projected’’! composite fermion~CF! picture. We propose values for the off-diagonal~mutual! statistics param-
eters as a simple modification of those obtained from the unprojected CF picture, by analyzing finite system
numerical spectra in the spherical geometry.@S0163-1829~97!04812-1#

Excitations with a fractional charge — quasiholes~QH’s!
and quasielectrons~QE’s!—arising in the fractional quantum
Hall ~FQH! effect1 have been shown to obeyfractional ex-
changestatistics, i.e., they are anyons.2 The latter concept is
two dimensional. However, the system in the FQH effect is
restricted to the lowest Landau level~LL !, which makes it
effectively one dimensional. In this case an algebraic defini-
tion of fractional statistics in one dimension3 applies to
anyons.4 One more definition of fractional statistics,exclu-
sion statistics~ES!, which explicitly specifies the dimension
of the many-particle Hilbert space, was introduced and ap-
plied to QH’s and QE’s.5 Connection between the two last
definitions is established in statistical mechanics: the statis-
tical distribution for one-dimensional fractional statistics6 co-
incides with that for exclusion statistics.7,8 The ES counting
directly applies to anyons in the lowest LL.9 Relation of the
thermodynamics of anyons in the lowest LL~Ref. 10! to that
of ES was also shown8 including mutual statistical
interactions.11

The ES counting of states implies for the many-particle
Hilbert space dimension (a51 and 2 refer to QE’s and
QH’s, respectively!5

W5)
a

SDa1Na21
Na

D , ~1!

whereDa5da2(bgab(Nb2dab), and da are the dimen-
sions of the one-particle Hilbert spaces.9,12

Based on heuristic duality arguments, Haldane5 originally
proposed the following values for the statistics parameters:
g225g1252g1152g2151/m for Laughlin n51/m
states (m odd!. However, analysis of numerical spectra for a
small number of electrons on a sphere for states nearn5 1

3

led to the conclusion12 thatg225 1
3 but g115 5

3. The origin
of the asymmetry betweeng22 andg11 was attributed to
the interpretation of QE’s as hard-core anyons, resulting in
g2251/m, g115221/m for Laughlin states.13–15Very re-

cently, values for the off-diagonal statistics parameters,
g2152g125221/m, have also been proposed.17

In this paper we discuss the ES parameters for quasipar-
ticles for the more general filling factorsn5p/(2np11),
with n andp positive integers, exploiting the notion of com-
posite fermions~CF’s!.16 We discuss QH’s and QE’s at the
highest (pth! level of the hierarchy if thep/(2np11) states
are viewed as hierarchical states. In CF language this means
that in addition top completely filled CF LL’s there are CF’s
in the (p11)th CF LL ~QE’s! and empty states in thepth
CF LL ~QH’s!.

Exact diagonalization data for FQH states for a few elec-
trons on a sphere18,19 demonstrate a band structure of the
energy levels.13,20,21 We use the observation—made for
n5p51 ~near the13 state!—that the lowest band of levels is
recovered correctly by the~‘‘unprojected’’! CF picture20 to
derive the diagonal ES parameters. We then verify these pa-
rameters numerically for larger values ofn andp. We also
propose off-diagonal statistics parameters for which the ES
counting~1! recovers correctly the number of states in first
excited bands corresponding to the above configurations of
QH’s and QE’s, for all the numerical data available.

Consider CF’s, each carrying 2n flux quanta, on a sphere.
The total magnetic flux through the sphere affecting a CF is
an integer number 2S of quanta from the monopole charge
minus 2n(Ne21) flux quanta bound to other CF’s,

2S*52S22n~Ne21!. ~2!

‘‘Unprojected’’ CF’s occupy the energy levels in the effec-
tive magnetic field determined by 2S* . The relevant eigen-
states are given by the monopole spherical harmonics

YlM
(S* ) , wherel5S* , S*11, . . . numbers the ‘‘Landau lev-

els’’ on the sphere, andM taking values2 l , . . . , l counts
the degeneracies of these levels.22 When p CF LL’s are
filled, Ne52pS*1p2, which results in the filling factor
n5Ne/2S→p/(2np11) asS→`.
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If there areN2 QH’s andN1 QE’s,

Ne52pS*1p22N21N1 . ~3!

Here a quasihole is an empty state in thepth CF LL ~with
angular momentuml25S*1p21), a quasielectron is a CF
in the (p11)th CF LL ~with angular momentum
l15S*1p).23 The dimension of the Hilbert space forN2

QH’s andN1 QE’s thus factors as

W85S 2l211
N2

D S 2l111
N1

D . ~4!

Comparing this@with S* determined by Eqs.~2! and~3!#
with the ES counting of states~1! yields the dimensions of
one-QH and one-QE states

d25
2S1p14n

2np11
1p21, d15

2S1p

2np11
1p11 ~5!

as well as the statistics matrix

g118 522g228 5112n/~2np11!, ~6!

g218 52g128 52n/~2np11!. ~7!

The lowest band of levels corresponds to the case where
uN12N2u in Eq. ~3! takes its minimal possible value~so that
at least one of the numbersN2 andN1 vanishes!. Then Eq.
~1! implies that the number of states in the band is com-
pletely determined by the diagonal ES parameters.

It has been demonstrated numerically nearn5 1
3

(n5p51) that the unprojected CF counting~4! @and corre-
spondingly, the ES counting with parameters~6!# correctly
recovers the number of states in the lowest band of levels.20

We have also verified parameters~6! for larger values ofp.
Examples are the spectra in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1~a!, the lowest
band of 21 states corresponds to 2 QH’s nearn5 1

3. Figure
1~b! represents the spectrum which gives support to the di-
agonal statistics parameters~6! for larger values ofp. The
lowest band consists of a single multiplet of angular momen-
tum 5

2. The six states are recovered by the ES counting if they
are viewed either as corresponding toone QE nearn5 2

5

(n51, p52), or as corresponding tofiveQH’s with respect
to the staten5 3

7 (n51, p53). For numerical support of
the parameters~6! for larger values ofn, see the discussion
of Fig. 2 below forn5 1

5.
Based on the above, we expect that the diagonal ES pa-

rameters derived from the unprojected CF picture~6! are
generally valid; that is,g115g118 and g225g228 . For
Laughlin states (p51, m52n11), parameters~6! reduce
to those obtained in Refs. 12, 14, and 15.

Let us now turn to excited bands that are obtained from
the lowest band by adding a pair~1 QH11 QE!. Thefull CF
picture is obtained from the unprojected CF picture by the
projection onto the lowest LL of the real magnetic field; the
latter procedure eliminates some of the states counted in Eq.
~4!, as was shown numerically in various cases.20,21 To ac-
count for this, we modify the state counting~4!, introducing
additional ‘‘statistical interactions’’ between QH’s and QE’s,
supposing that excitations of one kind affect the number of
states available for excitations of the other kind as follows:

W5S 2l2112g̃21N1

N2
D S 2l1112g̃12N2

N1
D . ~8!

This modifies the off-diagonal elements of the statistics ma-
trix to

FIG. 1. Low-lying energy levels for electrons on a sphere:~a!
Ne55 and 2S514. The solid lines separate the lowest band corre-
sponding to two QH’s~nearn5

1
3! from the first excited band~3

QH’s1 1 QE! and the latter band from higher states.~b! Ne57 and
2S513. The lowest ‘‘band’’ is a single 6-plet, whose dimension is
obtained using diagonal ES parameters~6!, with p.1.

FIG. 2. Low-lying states forNe55 and 2S521 ~one QH near
n5

1
5 in the lowest band!. The two lowest bands are counted cor-

rectly by the ES counting, withn52, p51.
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g215g218 1g̃21 , g125g218 1g̃12 . ~9!

Consider first the case withN25N151 in the first ex-
cited band @so that the lowest band is precisely the
p/(2np11) state with zero angular momentum#. According
to the unprojected CF picture, angular momenta of a QE and
a QH (l1 andl2) differ by unity. Hence the angular momen-
tum of the pair~coinciding with the total angular momentum
of the state! may take valuesL51,2, . . . ,Lmax, where
Lmax5 l11 l25Ne /p1p21.

Relevant numerical data are collected in Table I. The first
neutral excited band always contains a single multiplet for
each angular momentumL52,3, . . . ,Lmax. As seen from
Table I, the maximal angular momentum in the band is re-
covered correctly in the unprojected CF picture. The differ-
ence from the latter picture is in theminimal value of the
total angular momentum, which istwo ~rather thanone! for
the system of interacting electrons. One can provide general
arguments in support of the latter observation;27 note also
that the projection onto the lowest LL in the CF picture
eliminates the state withL51, as was shown numerically for
n5 1

3.
20

One can recover the correct number of states in the first
neutral excited band, including the decomposition of states in
angular momentum, within the ES counting. To show this,
we formally introduce off-diagonal ES parameters depending
on an integer numberl , keeping their antisymmetry,

g21~ l !5g218 1l , g12~ l !5g128 2l , ~10!

and consider the associated ‘‘partial’’ statistical weights@cf.
Eq. ~1!# corresponding to the statistics parameters

W~ l !5@d22g21~ l !#@d12g12~ l !#. ~11!

It then follows from Eqs.~5!–~7! that W(l )2W(l 11)
52(l 11)11, and one can write

W~ l !5 (
L5l 11

Lmax

~2L11!. ~12!

If one identifiesL with the angular momentum of the pair
~equal to the total angular momentum!, then formula~12!
manifests the angular momentum decomposition in the ES
counting: the differenceW(l )2W(l 11) counts states with
angular momentumL5l 11.28

We observe thatW(1) recovers the correct number of
states in the lowest excited band. The corresponding off-
diagonal statistics parameters are hence given by Eq.~10!
with l 51. Comparing this with Eq.~9! then yields
g̃2152g̃1251, thus finally resulting in the ES matrix

g115g2152g12522g22511
2n

2np11
. ~13!

For Laughlin states, the off-diagonal statistics parameters in
Eq. ~13! reduce to those proposed in Ref. 17.

The above logic entirely determines the set of statistics
parametersgab , using as input only the bands with a single
species~thus determining the ‘‘diagonal’’ elements!, and the
first neutral excited bands withN15N251. It is then of
course of interest to try to apply these parameters to the other
excited bands. Here we have to demand that the band should
correspond to a unique configuration@the numbers
(N2 , N1)# of quasiparticles~for the case involving several
configurations, see discussion of Fig. 3 below!. The above
first neutral excited band, which we refer to as case~i!, sat-
isfies this requirement. Another case, which is referred to as
case~ii !, is the first excited band containing one QE and any
number of QH’s around the 1/m state.

We have examined a large number of spectra for case~ii !
around the13 state~some of which may be found in previ-
ously published spectra!.13,21,29,17 Since case ~ii ! fixes
N151, we will simply list the cases examined as
(Ne , N2) ~with N2 the number of QH in thefirst excited
band!: (Ne55, N251,2,3,4); (Ne56, N251,2,3,4);
(Ne57, N251,2,3). One of these bands
(Ne55, N253) is clearly seen in Fig. 1~a!. In this, and in
all other of these cases, the ES counting~1!, as specified by
Eqs. ~5! and ~13!, correctly counts the states in the band,
which fall below a well-defined~though small in a few cases!
gap in the spectrum.

For FQH states withn.1, a band structure is expressed
in the numerical data on a smaller energy scale. Thus, view-
ing the spectrum in Fig. 2 in terms of excitations around the
1
5 state yields N251 in the lowest band, and
N252, N151 in the first excited band. The ES counting,

TABLE I. Neutral ~1QE11QH! bands above states
n5p/(2np11), for variousNe andn.

Ne 2S n Lmax Ref.

6 15 1
3 6 24

7 18 1
3 7 24

8 21 1
3 8 13

9 24 1
3 9 25

5 20 1
5 5 19

5 28 1
7 5 19

8 16 2
5 5 24

10 21 2
5 6 26

9 16 3
7 5 24

12 23 3
7 6 27

FIG. 3. Low-lying states forNe56 and 2S514: the first excited
band corresponds to two different configurations of quasiparticles
~see text!.
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using Eq.~13!, then yields six states in the lowest band and
100 states in the first excited band. These two sets of states
may be identified in Fig. 2.30

As for case~i!, the ES counting for case~ii ! is in agree-
ment with the full CF picture: it reproduces 165 states in the
first excited band, obtained numerically in Ref. 21~after the
projection onto the lowest LL! for Ne56 and 2S516
(N252, N151 aroundn5 1

3 in the first excited band!. The
simple general formulas for the number of states in bands~ii !
@e.g., in form~8!# thus call for an analytical understanding of
the CF projection procedure, including underlying symmetry
properties of the CF wave functions.

For cases other than~i! and ~ii !, the counting of states in
the low-lying excited bands is more complicated. Consider,
e.g., the case presented in Fig. 3. In the CF picture, the~de-
generate! ground state has then the lowest LL filled, and one
CF in the second LL. Therefore there are two distinct ways
to form states in the first excited band~and consequently,
two distinctconfigurationsof quasiparticles relevant to this
band!, by exciting a CF~a! from the first to the second LL, or
~b! from the second to the third LL. The total number of
states in the band is expected to be the sum of two terms.

The ES counting, with Eqs.~13! and ~5!, applies to~a!,
yielding 84 states (N152, N251), whereas the total num-
ber of states in the first excited band in Fig. 3 is 93. The

difference~nine states! then represents a term of type~b!,
and this is precisely the Hilbert space dimension for a single
CF in the third LL.31 The latter remark also shows the way to
study other excited bands and, correspondingly, evaluate the
density of excited states in energy for FQH states, using the
ES counting. Work along these lines is in progress.

In conclusion, we have found the exclusion statistics pa-
rameters, both diagonal and off-diagonal, for QH’s and QE’s
at the highest level of the hierarchy, for FQH states near
n5p/(2np11). With these parameters, the ES counting of
states applies to the first neutral excited band for the above
FQH states on a sphere, as well as to the first excited bands
containing one QE and any number of QH’s around the
1/m state. This provides general formulas for the number of
states in the above bands, which are in agreement with nu-
merical results given by the full~‘‘projected’’! CF picture.
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sharing some unpublished results. S.B.I. and G.S.C. are
grateful to the Center for Ho”yere Studier in Oslo, where this
work was completed, for warm hospitality and support.
G.S.C. was also supported in part by the NSF under Grant
No. DMR-9413057, and M.D.J. by the NSF under Grant No.
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